Parent Forum
Wednesday 18th September 2019
Focus for this meeting: Relationship, health and sex education
VW welcomed everyone
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Area of discussion
Health, Relationships and Sex Education Policy was read and
discussed as was the curriculum statement for the policy (it
had been previously shared on the app) – all happy and
discussed the elements that had been removed from
previous teaching.
VW raised her concerns about safeguarding at the end of
the school day and releasing the children out of the gate
near the road. It had also been raised as a concern for the
governing body.
Discussed ways to practically overcome dismissing children
and decisions:
Cherry class collected at the Cherry garden gate
Maple class collected at the main entrance
Willow and Holly class collected at the Willow fire escape
door
Parents to wait on the path or front garden
Younger siblings to be collected first and older ones to wait
until family member comes with younger sibling
All families to be made aware that their child will not be
allowed home without a parent or named person. If there is
a change, the school must be informed in advance
At the start of the day there are also safeguarding concerns
with family members coming into school without signing in.
We agreed that, for the safety of children, this will need to
stop but up until half term Cherry class children families to
come in with their children but they must sign in.
There will always be someone on the door to talk to should
there be any issues.
VW will put this information in the next news letter and on
the app as a reminder
Discussed Ditcheat star assembly – there will always be
someone on the door as people arrive and depart
Questions were asked about the playground gates and
security
VW explained that the safeguarding team at county are
funding new Cherry garden gates and playground gates as
well

Action

VW to share with families
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Question was asked if it was possible to alarm the fire exits
A.O.B.
 App – keep getting logged off
 Information about classes as the children move up
e.g. who the class teacher is and when they teach
sport etc.
 Parent evening discussed – 3 a year, 1 drop in
during Autumn term, 1 full in Spring term and 1
drop in in Summer term
Next forum – 7th November

VW to get a quote for it
VW/KK
VW to ensure more
information is shared with
parents

